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Background, Context:
Microcapsules are drops bounded by a thin shell called membrane. There is a
tremendous research on this kind of deformable particle due to their biocompatibility and
biodegradibility providing applications in nutrition, cosmetics, pharmacology, flavor industry
if they contain drugs... They are also models to mimic the motion of red blood cells in blood
vessels. Understanding their behaviour in flow or under stress is essential because of stressinduced drug delivery in the environment. Numerous pathologies have also an hydrodynamic
signature which is not explained.
All these deformable microcapsules are embedded in a viscous fluid which is in the
regime of Stokes flow (no turbulence). This problem could seem simple but in fact reveals a
scientific challenge in many configurations such as already evoked due to the long range
many-capsule hydrodynamic interactions questioning how complexity emerges from the
motion of soft particles. With a more concentrated suspension, microcapsules are closer and
the contribution of lubrication film dissipation becomes crucial. In this case, the two
difficulties are how to compute efficiently the contribution of long range interactions between
many soft particles and short range between neighbouring ones.
Another kind of behaviour is expected when soft particles are the site of active
chemical reactions, active means that the system is out of thermal equilibrium. For example,
the consumption of ATP (chemical energy) which is transferred in mechanical energy allows
bacteria to move with flagella beating, cells to explore their environment through crawling,
droplets (interfacial reaction) to move.
We propose to study numerically suspensions of active biomimetic soft particles and
their rheology, it means “how it flows ?”
Research subject, work plan:
A preliminary work plan can be declined as follows:
1. Bibliography and state of the art
2. Understanding Stokes flow and involvements on fluid-microcapsule interactions on
several examples
3. Taking in hand our numerical code dedicated to the motion of a single deformable
particle such as vesicle, capsule and polymersome.
4. Development of a new scheme to deal with two and more capsules under a simple
flow.
5. Parametric studies
6. PhD thesis redaction
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